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Attractive, yet accessible,
the Icon elevates any layout,
its adaptable design allowing for installation
as an in-wall or floor-mounted kiosk. It is also extremely
versatile, supporting a variety of industries with its expansive
range of configurations. So, whether you are a cinema owner
aiming to assist staff with ticket sells, a healthcare professional
hoping to help patients with hospital maps, or a merchandiser
seeking to satisfy customers with prompt purchases, the Icon is
the paragon of multipurpose performance.
The Icon offers many high-powered functions, including
printing, barcode scanning, wireless networking, and
smartphone compatibility. Besides being outfitted with the
standard debit and credit card readers, this kiosk can be
crafted to accept cash payments as well, ensuring expedient
exchanges and accurate reconciliations regardless of currency
choice. Excelling in class and convenience, the Icon is also
easy to maintain, making routine maintenance or replacing
paper a simple, open-and-shut task.
All substance, no style? Certainly not. The Icon is the model of
enticement, inviting guest interaction with its brilliant
touchscreen display and stealthy, directional speakers. In
addition to these premium features, there are limitless color
and graphic options available. What better way to stand out
from the crowd than conducting business on a show stopping
kiosk that captures the spirit of your unique brand?
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Technical Specifications
Display:

32” LCD - LED Backlight 16:9 (Portrait) 1020x1980 Full HD

Touch Technology:

SAW touch technology

Processor:

Intel i5-9500T

Memory:

8GB DDR4 (up to 32GB Optional)

Graphics:

Intel UHD Graphics 630

Ports:

2 X USB 3.0, 4 X USB 3.1

Storage:

256GB SSD

Operating System:

Windows 10, Windows 11 compatile

Connectivity:

Ethernet Wired Port, Wireless Bluetooth 5.0

Sound:

Stereo 4” front mounted speakers, 2 channel amplifier

Operating Environment:

32F° to 95°F (0°C to 35°C), 20% to 80% humidity

Power Supply:

120V-230V AC, 50/60 Hz, Energy Star Rated

Color Choice:

Powder coating in any standard palette color

Graphics:

Application from customer-supplied artwork

Embedded Security:

Trusted Platform Module (TPM 2.0) security chip

Credit Card Reader:

Traditional swipe mag stripe reader

Bar Code Reader:

Imaging 2D barcode scanner

Printer:

80mm thermal printer, 660 ft paper roll with presenter

Optional Peripherals
EMV:

PED-ready with PCI-compliant side pod

Cash Acceptance:

Currency Recycler
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